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WELCOME TO
OUR WORLD

CREATING A BETTER WORLD FOR
FUTURE GENERATIONS MAY SOUND
IDEALISTIC BUT SCOTT WILSON IS-’

Welcome to Profiles

—

a showcase of what Scott Wilson is offering

clients all over the world in our key sectors of Transportation, Property,

MAKING IT A REALITY BY LEADING

Environment and Natural Resources.

PROJECTS ALL OVER THE GLOBE

As our project managers will testify inside, the featured projects presented

THAT ARE CONSERVING ENERGY,

.

some substantial challenges but the results on show have upheld the

-.-

Group’s reputation for delivering quality

IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT

We shall see examples of elegance in building design such as the

AND BUILDING COMMUNITIES.

hugely popular and landmark Spinnaker Tower and the gravity-defying,
environmentally-friendly Pines Calyx on England’s south coast.
We shall see other projects that make a positive impact on the
environment such as Vietnam parks conservation and Chinese wind farms.
Meanwhile, we are greatly reducing the potentially harmful environmental
impacts of major schemes such as the proposed Thames Gateway Bridge
in London and Nam Theun 2 Hydroelectric Station in Laos.
Our business in transport design and consulting continues to thrive as
major rail projects such as London’s Crossrail and Athens’ Metro and
spectacular road schemes such as S69 Expressway in Poland and
A30 Bodmin in the UK, will show.
This is just a taste of what we are all about. Profiles takes in some of the
most exciting projects enhancing the natural and built environment all
over the globe

—

welcome to our world.

ABOUT THE COVER

THE WORLD OF SCOTT WILSON

WHITE STAR HOUSE
BELFAST, NORTHERN IRELAND
White Star House, a high-tech office building set on Thompson Dock,
pays homage to the most famous ship built there the Titanic.
—

Under Scott Wilson’s design, the building’s three exposed prow-shaped support
pillars, that frame the main entrance, are exactly the same height as the Titanic
above the waterline. The overall form of the building echoes that of the shipyard
gantry under which the liners were built.

A number of projects identified in this brochure are illustrated on the front
and back cover, namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Newcastle Promenade, Northern Ireland
Floating Visitors Centre, Vietnam
Wind Farm, China
R&D Centre, China
Spinnaker Tower, England
S69 Expressway Bridge, Poland

A30 BODMIN BYPASS
Scott Wilson has designed a highway
that winds its way through protected
countryside, rich in flora and fauna,
in the south west of England. The road
imposes minimal visual, environmental
and noise impact.
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VIETNAM CONSERVATION

SPINNAKER TOWER

Scott Wilson helped to reconcile
economic development and
conservation of endangered
species by engaging with the local
community in three national parks
in Vietnam.

Scott Wilson has designed a slender
tower on the south coast of England,
geometrically sculpted into the shape
of a spinnaker racing sail. The 170m
structure is the tallest publicly accessiblE
structure in the UK outside London.

]

SCOTT
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TOWERING AMBITION
The Spinnaker Towe rising 170 metres above sea level, has become a
celebrated icon on England’s south coast since opening in 2005.
Visitors ascend tD observation decks affording spectacular views of Portsmouth,
the busy naval and commercial harbours, and the surrounding countryside.
Scott Wilson was structural designer and lead consultant on the project.
The company’s Structures and Advanced Technology groups were responsible
for delivering the integrated design of a tower sculpted in the form of a

No matter how well you think you know Scott Wilson I’m sure you
will discover new things about us in this showcase of many of our

racing sail. Overall coordination of the design was undertaken by
Scott Wilson’s own project management team. “The use of project

major projects.

management professionals to run large and complex multi-disciplinary
projects has been a feature of several design build projects in recent

Scott Wilson is growing rapidly: we have doubled in size over the
last four years and plan to double again over the next four years
to enhance our position as one of the world’s leading design and

years,” says John Tubman, Project Director for the Tower. “It makes sense to
let engineers focus on what they are trained to do and are good at, and to let
the project manager do the same.

engineering consultancies.
Around the world we now have more than 5500 staff providing
sustainable, integrated solutions to meet the needs of our clients.
Major awards that Scott Wilson has won in the last few months are a
testament to the continuing dedication and talent of our staff.
These include ‘New Company of the Year’ (PLC Awards), ‘Major Firm
of the Year’ (NCEJACE) and Best IPO of the Year’ (Shares Magazine).
Our staff are housed in a global network of 80 offices of which
40 are in the UK with the remainder in key international markets
including China, Hong Kong, India, SE Asia, the Middle East,
Eastern Europe, Southern Africa and North America.
We strive to achieve the best possible understanding of our clients’
needs and our ability to deliver realistic solutions is demonstrated by

“Though many aspects of the Tower were very complex from an engineering
point of view, the structure itself can be described in relatively simple terms.
Its spine consists of a reinforced concrete A-frame topped with a
needle-like spire. Two large steel box girders start at ground level behind
the tower, pass between the legs of the A-frame and billow out towards
the sea as they rise up to form the characteristic spinnaker shape.
Whilst it appears that the structure stands on the adjacent Gunwharf
Quays, this is not the case,” comments Tubman. “It actually stands on an
independent foundation consisting of piles that penetrate into the harbour
bed for a depth equivalent to the height of Nelson’s Column in London.”
The Tower has demonstrated enormous value to the local cDmmunity and

tourist economy Actual visitor numbers far exceed predicted figures and
it is possible that the millionth visitor may pass through its doors before
its second birthday

the high level of repeat business that we enjoy. In delivering these
solutions we ensure the highest quality standards and procedures

“More and more clients want statement buildings that provide a feel-good

are maintained and are delighted to be committed to the United

factor for the people using and seeing them. We have acquired and

Nations Global Compact.

developed the capability to help them fulfil their ambitions. This means being

The increasing size and complexity of projects requires the diverse
services of larger and more experienced consultancies. Scott Wilson

innovative in the design process, which certainly featured in the Spinnaker

design regarding wind tunnel testing and structural dynamics,” says Tubman.

has seen exceptional growth over the last decade; it is our aim to
continue that growth and thereby offer our clients an even better,

As a test-bed for further innovation, it is hoped that the Tower will soon be

more comprehensive service in the future.

footfall to be used to power internal lighting and other electrical equipment.

one of the first trial sites for power-harvesting technology allowing visitor

The Tower received a commendation in the 2006 Structural Awards and is

Geoff French
Group Chairman
September 2007

tipped to be recognised in the 2007 Civic Trust Awards. “It is a testament to
true excellence in engineering design, construction and collaboration between
designer and contractor,” Tubman states. “Most importantly, it is an icon of
which Scott Wilson and the residents of Portsmouth can be justifiably proud.”
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A VISION FOR NORTH LONDON
The vision to transform a huge, contaminated and under-used brownfield
site in north London into a thriving urban quarter that thousands of people

The model shows how a new main line railway station that will
interchange with a new bus station and rapid transit system can

can access daily by public transport is being realised with our help.

adequately serve the site.

We have been a key consultant in a plan to regenerate 160 hectares of
land in Brent Cross and Cricklewood that will require the biggest planning

Our model is satisfying a large number of transport bodies that need to
be consulted including the Department for Transport, Network Rail, the

application in London apart from the 2012 Olympics.

Highways Agency Transport for London and the London Borough of Barnet.

Excellent public transport links are a key to success and we were brought
in to deliver the transport model and engineer the transport infrastructure
2 of retail space
2 of new offices, 75,000m
to serve 8,000 homes, 42000Dm
and two new schools. We have developed a very large highways and
public transport computer model to demonstrate that the scheme can be

“The huge size of this project is a big challenge but we are meeting that
by showing how all the transport modes can be integrated effectively,”
says Project Director John Orchard.
“We will be opening up access to public transport in an area that has
very isolated in the past.”

BAH RAI N SPECTACULAR
When completed, the National Assembly of Bahrain will be one of the

Scott Wilson is also providing structural and building design services

most prestigious buildings in the Middle East.

including a debating chamber for up to 700 people that will house

The spectacular structure will overlook the Kingdom of Bahrain from a
man-made island. Scott Wilson is supporting a locally-based lead consultant.
“We’ve undertaken marine surveys and investigations in order to prepare
contracts that minimise the risk to the client,” says Scott Wilson Project
Manager Graeme Marshall. “We are among the world market leaders
when it comes to reclaiming and developing land.”

cutting edge audio-visual and acoustic technology
Our structural engineering and building services expertise will also be
used for office suites for three ministers, the council president, deputies,
chairman and members of the councils, committee rooms and offices
for 500 staff. Hard and soft landscaping is also included. “It’s great to
work in this part of the world because things happen so quickly and
the end result looks spectacular,” adds Marshall.

REEF ISLAND RESORT, BAHRAIN

We are involved in an ambitiois project to build a 54 hectare luxury man-made
island off the coast of Bahrain’s capital Manama.
In just three months, we have produced a new infrastructure design for
the resort.
The client immediately appointed Scott Wilson to design some of the buildings on
the site including luxury apartments, chalets, villas and administrative buildings.
Having prepared tender documents we are supervising the infrastructure and
buildings constructions on the resort.
“We’ve added value in terms of saving construction time and cost and maximising
use of saleable land,” says Project Manager Graeme Marshall.
“We have the advantage of holding a diverse range of skills in-house so that we
don’t have to coordinate with other firms.”

SEASIDE
SUCCESS
Our redesign of a Victorian seafront has re-established Newcastle in
Northern Ireland as a tourist destination, providing a major boost to the
local economy
Our revamp of Newcastle promenade has been hailed as a sensitive
scheme that successfully blends a contemporary design with the
scenic backdrop of the Mourne Mountains. Our landscape architects
worked closely with our civil and structural engineers to develop a
scheme which strengthened the sea defences of the town whilst at the
same time vastly improving access to the beach and the main street.
The approach taken was to build upon the wonderful context of the site
itself and the design philosophy was to produce a scheme which
reconnected the town visually, physically and socially with its natural
environment. In order to achieve this the design draws heavily on the
colours and shapes of the beach environment, taking inspiration from the
sand ripples, the water worn rounded pebbles and the waves themselves.
‘This is an excellent example of how landscape architects and engineers
can work together to produce an exciting result,” says Associate and
landscape architect Catherine Adams, who has been a regular visitor to
the town since she was six years old. “We are delighted that the design
has been so well received by both local people and visitors to Newcastle.”
The success of our approach to this scheme has been recognised by a
number of awards, including a prestigious Civic Trust award.

BELFAST CANCER CENTRE
We have designed a cancer centre in Belfast using cutting edge “sense sensitive
design” techniques that are aimed to help patients recover more quickly

The Belfast Cancer Centre welcomes patients into a non-institutional, human-scale
environment that makes maximum use of natural daylight to aid patients’ recovery
The 84 bed centre has been planned to make wayfinding simple, the interiors
are bright and stimulating and exterior spaces are attractively landscaped and

easy to access from the wards.
The reception areas for radiotherapy and radiology treatment have a dynamic
feel while the in-patient clinic and ward spaces on the upper floors have a calm
and relaxing ambience offering views over the landscaped terraces and vistas
of Belfast beyond. The interior design inspiration has been taken from landmark
images from across Northern Ireland.
“The standard of detail and finishes is exemplary as is the coordination of the
complex and extensive array of mechanical and electrical services installations,
with their respective treatment and diagnostic hardware,” says Project Manager
Derek Johnston of this multi-disciplinary project that involved our town planners,
architects, landscape architects, planning supervisors, civil engineers and
structural engineers.

SHEFFIELD STUDENT VILLAGE
The Sheffield University Student Accommodation Project comprises the design,
build, finance and operation of more than 4,000 new student rooms across the
university’s campus. The project includes demolition of existing accommodation
blocks and construction of 39 new accommodation blocks, two new hub
buildings and refurbishment of two existing buildings on the site.
Appointed as “preferred bidder” in May 2005, the project team progressed the
scheme design to enable financial close. The £140 million project started on site
in March 2006 and is scheduled to complete by September 2009. Completed phases
will be handed over in September 2006, 2007 and 2008 to suit the academic year.
Scott Wilson was part of the successful PFI team led by Bovis Lend Lease and
has provided an active multi-disciplinary design service which includes civil
and structural engineering, geotechnics, environmental and ecology advice,
landscape architecture, building acoustics and BREEAM assessment.
The student housing comprises buildings varying between three and six storeys
in height. Construction techniques comprised traditional masonry for the
smaller units and prefabricated concrete modular construction for the larger
blocks. The team has overcome the challenge of delivering the scheme on a
sloping site with variable ground and stringent planning conditions.

SUSTAINABLE VAULT
We have revived a virtually extinct technique of creating thin, curved

“In 2003 I met Alistair Gould, an enlightened philanthropist with a

structures from layers of clay tiles for a conference centre on the

passion for building,” says Cooper. “He described his vision for the

south coast of England. The Spanish timbrel vault has long been

Pines Calyx

celebrated as strong, economical and efficient by our structural

delights of truly sustainable construction.”

engineer Phillip Cooper.
‘The structural elegance and audacity of these wafer thin vaults, built

—

an educational venue which would demonstrate the

The award winning building was constructed from materials harvested
locally The walls are made of chalk and the joinery and furniture is

without formwork or steel, have captivated me for years and I longed to

fashioned from the three mature trees felled to make way for the

be given the opportunity to build one in England,” says Cooper.

building. Tiles for the dome vaulted roofs were made from local clay,
and the building is covered with soft green turf.

Finally, Cooper’s dream came true at Scott Wilson when he designed a
conference centre near Dover with 100mm thick timbrel dome vaulted

“The building doesn’t need air conditioning because it’s cool in summer

roofs that appear to defy gravity yet are structurally strong enough to

and warm in winter and its humidity is naturally regulated by the chalk
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MINING EXPERIENCE RUNS DEEP
Our mining services team has a reputation for the highest standards in

COMBE DOWN MINE STABILISATION

giving independent advice on the feasibility of new mine projects.
That is why mining companies, banks and financial institutions call on us
to study whether these very expensive and often risky projects are viable.
We bring a level of experience many of our competitors don t have.
We have a very well regarded reputation and because of that a lot of the
banks use our services,” says Head of Mining Services Graham Clow.
We have recently carried out an independent economic assessment of
the proposed uranium/gold mines at the Buffelsfontein and Ezulwini mines
in the Witwatersrand Basin in South Africa. Client First Uranium Corporation
used the reports to support its Initial Public Offering of shares.
The study required an environmental analysis and a review of mineral
resources and infrastructure at the Buffelsfontein tailings recovery operation
and a geological and mining review of shaft pillar recovery at Ezulwini
underground mine.
Scott Wilson strengthened its mining capability after acquiring the Canadian
consultancy Roscoe Postle Associates (RPA), one of the world’s leaders
in assessing the feasibility of new mine projects.
As a result, our Canada and UK-based mining teams have combined
the strengths of RPA with Scott Wilson’s existing multi-disciplinary services
to provide a one-stop shop for geological, mining and environmental
consultancy services. We can also bring in skills from other divisions
such as roads, ports and railways,” says Clow. A lot of our competitors
can’t do that and it makes a big difference.”

SKOURIES MINE, GREECE
We are providing comprehensive feasibility, design and environmental
services for a major new mining operation in Skouries, Greece that will
produce seven to eight million tonnes of copper ore per year
Our mining team has been involved in the project since 1999 when it was
appointed by the original client, TVX Hellas S.A, to support its feasibility study
This study included looking at water management, design of the tailings
management facility and carrying out an Environmental Impact Assessment
for the whole project, which is in an environmentally sensitive area.
The project was then sold to European Goldfields Plc who turned to us to
prepare an updated feasibility study. Under the latest study we have
provided engineering design, construction scheduling and cost estimates
for the whole underground mine infrastructure including the main production
shaft and hoist engineering, the crushing and conveying systems, the mine
ventilation scheme and infrastructure, the mine pumping scheme and the
electrical distribution system.
‘Providing such a broad range of services, and in particular the specialist
mine infrastructure engineering, is unique in the mine consulting sector,”
says Graham Clow.

The stability of some 600 properties above an historic series of limestone mines,
which provided many of the building blocks for the historic English city of Bath
nearby, has been protected under one of the largest mine stabilisation projects in
the UK. We provided engineering design of stabilisation works (achieved mainly
by infilling with foamed concrete), environmental, ecological and hydro-geological
services, risk and programme management and site supervision.

MINING EXPERIENCE RUNS DEEP
Our mining services team has a reputation for the highest standards in

COMBE DOWN MINE STABILISATION

giving independent advice on the feasibility of new mine projects.
That is why mining companies, banks and financial institutions call on us
to study whether these very expensive and often risky projects are viable.
“We bring a level of experience many of our competitors don t have.
We have a very well regarded reputation and because of that a lot of the
banks use our services,” says Head of Mining Services Graham Glow.
We have recently carried out an independent economic assessment of
the proposed uranium/gold mines at the Buffelsfontein and Ezulwini mines
in the Witwatersrand Basin in South Africa. Client First Uranium Corporation
used the reports to support its Initial Public Offering of shares.
The study required an environmental analysis and a review of mineral
resources and infrastructure at the Buffelsfontein tailings recovery operation
and a geological and mining review of shaft pillar recovery at Ezulwini
underground mine.
Scott Wilson strengthened its mining capability after acquiring the Canadian
consultancy Roscoe Postle Associates (RPA), one of the world’s leaders
in assessing the feasibility of new mine projects.
As a result, our Canada and UK-based mining teams have combined
the strengths of RPA with Scott Wilson’s existing multi-disciplinary services
to provide a one-stop shop for geological, mining and environmental
consultancy services. ‘We can also bring in skills from other divisions
such as roads, ports and railways,” says Glow. “A lot of our competitors
can’t do that and it makes a big difference.”

SKOURIES MINE, GREECE
We are providing comprehensive feasibility, design and environmental
services for a major new mining operation in Skouries, Greece that will
produce seven to eight million tonnes of copper ore per year.
Our mining team has been involved in the project since 1999 when it was
appointed by the original client, TVX Hellas S.A, to support its feasibility study
This study included looking at water management, design of the tailings
management facility and carrying out an Environmental Impact Assessment
for the whole project, which is in an environmentally sensitive area.
The project was then sold to European Goldfields Plc who turned to us to
prepare an updated feasibility study. Under the latest study we have
provided engineering design, construction scheduling and cost estimates
for the whole underground mine infrastructure including the main production
shaft and hoist engineering, the crushing and conveying systems, the mine
ventilation scheme and infrastructure, the mine pumping scheme and the
electrical distribution system.
“Providing such a broad range of services, and in particular the specialist
mine infrastructure engineering, is unique in the mine consulting sector,”
says Graham Glow.

The stability of some 600 properties above an historic series of limestone mines,
which provided many of the building blocks for the historic English city of Bath
nearby, has been protected under one of the largest mine stabilisation projects in
the UK. We provided engineering design of stabilisation works (achieved mainly
by infilling with foamed concrete), environmental, ecological and hydro-geological
services, risk and programme management and site supervision.
...
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We have a very well regarded reputation and because of that a lot of the
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banks use our services,” says Head of Mining Services Graham Glow.
We have recently carried out an independent economic assessment of
the proposed uranium/gold mines at the Buffelsfontein and Ezuiwini mines
in the Witwatersrand Basin in South Africa. Glient First Uranium Gorporation
used the reports to support its Initial Public Offering of shares.
The study required an environmental analysis and a review of mineral
resources and infrastructure at the Buffeisfontein tailings recovery operation
and a geological and mining review of shaft pillar recovery at Ezuiwini
underground mine.
Scott Wilson strengthened its mining capability after acquiring the Ganadian
consultancy Roscoe Postle Associates (RPA), one of the world’s leaders
in assessing the feasibility of new mine projects.
As a result, our Ganada and UK-based mining teams have combined
the strengths of RPA with Scott Wilson’s existing multi-disciplinary services
to provide a one-stop shop for geological, mining and environmental
consultancy services. ‘We can also bring in skills from other divisions
such as roads, ports and railways,” says Glow. ‘A lot of our competitors
can’t do that and it makes a big difference.”

SKOURIES MINE, GREECE
We are providing comprehensive feasibility, design and environmental
services for a major new mining operation in Skouries, Greece that will
produce seven to eight million tonnes of copper ore per year.
Our mining team has been involved in the project since 1999 when it was
appointed by the original client, TVX Hellas S.A, to support its feasibility study
This study included looking at water management, design of the tailings
management facility and carrying out an Environmental Impact Assessment
for the whole project, which is in an environmentally sensitive area.
The project was then sold to European Goldfields Plc who turned to us to
prepare an updated feasibility study Under the latest study we have
provided engineering design, construction scheduling and cost estimates
for the whole underground mine infrastructure including the main production
shaft and hoist engineering, the crushing and conveying systems, the mine
ventilation scheme and infrastructure, the mine pumping scheme and the
electrical distribution system.
“Providing such a broad range of services, and in particular the specialist
mine infrastructure engineering, is unique in the mine consulting sector,”
says Graham Clow.
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ROADS TO SUCCESS
Scott Wilson has been demonstrating the success of an innovative
contract form in the UK that is halving the time it takes to build a road.
Our work on the £92m A30 Bodmin to Indian Queens highway scheme
is an example of a contract under which we as the designer work closely
with the contractor at concept stage rather than after the scheme has
been designed and approved.
Early work with the contractor focuses on the “buildability” of the road to
give the client assurance that the project is viable and affordable. One of
the Highways Agencys key performance indicators is Partnership Working
in which Scott Wilson scores very highly. This made us the obvious choice
to be appointed with contractor Alfred McAlpine for this flagship scheme.
“The road was completed earlier than planned in summer 2007 and
within budget so we are showing that it really is working,” says Director
(Highways) Paul Bracegirdle. “Road schemes from conception to
completion in the past were taking about 12 years on average but we
have done this scheme in less than half the time.”
The A30 is one of many major schemes that our multi-disciplinary Highways
teams are doing all over the world. Our cutting edge research and
assessment includes sophisticated computer modelling to compare
accident ratings before and after the scheme and exhaustive environmental
studies from our in-house team of ecologists, landscape architects, noise
and acoustic specialists, heritage specialists and archaeologists and
agriculturalists. Our archaeologists can swiftly carry out necessary
excavation works before construction of a road gets underway
“By doing the archaeological investigation ourselves it enables us to assess
the commercial risk for the client and this is a really big selling point for us,”
says Scott Wilson Head of Environment (UK Central) Steve McQuade.
“It can take much longer if the archaeological work is left to the public sector.”

A30 DUAL CARRIAGEWAY TREADS SOFTLY

The brief for the 11.5km A30 Bodmin to Indian Queens dual carriageway passing
through protected countryside in one of the most beautiful areas of England
called for a consultant with a sensitive touch.
As a result of our work, the new road winds its way through the gentle Cornish
hills with minimal visual, environmental or noise impacts whilst allowing flora
and fauna to continue to thrive.
For example, our landscape architects replicated the historic Cornish hedge
a stone faced earth bank topped off by planting creating a noise barrier that
blends in seamlessly and provides natural habitats for doormice and other
species.

—

—

This is one of many new habitats provided as part of our environmental mitigation
that includes bat boxes in new woodland that were planted as part of the
scheme. Meanwhile, small tunnels under the road were bored to ensure that
otters and badgers can cross safely

IMPACT OF THE THAMES GATEWAY
The Thames Gateway Bridge is intended to act as a catalyst for regeneration

“It has been important to demonstrate that the bridge can be built whilst

of the London Thames Gateway making it easier for people to gain access

protecting natural habitats in and around the river” says Director of Sustainable

to new cross-river jobs and services. In gaining consent for the bridge

Development Andy McNab.

it was important to allay people’s concerns about impacts from traffic
“To understand and seek to dispel the concerns and fears of the local

using the bridge and other environmental issues.

community and environmental groups needed considerable consultation
Scott Wilson’s Environmental Statement looked closely at a full range of

and a substantial amount of complex environmental modelling.

environmental and social matters and our experts gave evidence at the
public inquiry on how the scheme could enhance the local economy and
.
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“Some of the environmental mitigation would be elaborate and creative and we
have created an Environmental Management Plan to ensure that it is delivered.”

LARGEST CONSTRUCTION PROJECT IN KURDISTAN
Scott Wilson’s services to Turkish contractor Mak Yol is an example of

extremely important factors and we addressed these matters by

how to plan, design and build first class facilities in a difficult

recruiting regional sub-consultants and getting them to work closely

environment in a short time frame.

with the Scott Wilson team in UK.

A new international airport was essential to serve the growing demand

“The biggest challenge was to coordinate the inputs from various

for direct air links to serve commercial needs and the wide Kurdish

Scott Wilson departments, UK sub-consultants, and Turkish

diaspora in Europe and America. We used our global experience of

sub-consultants with the Turkish contractor’s head and site offices”

airport projects in similar conditions to ensure that the project would

says Mike Jackson. Scott Wilson’s Technical Director for Airports.

be built to international standards and be capable of future expansion
without constraints.

The project features one of the world’s longest runways at 4,800m and
the construction phase on this S300 million project, which started in

On any overseas project of this kind, cost and local knowledge are

February 2005, is nearing completion.

ROBIN HOOD AIRPORT

A former Royal Air Force base near Doncaster is being converted into a
commercial airport with the help of a comprehensive suite of services from
Scott Wilson. Our involvement began with a due diligence report on the purchase
of RAE Finningley on behalf of client Peel Airports. We then prepared an
environmental statement and planning application and supported Peel Airports
during the public inquiry.
More recently, we have prepared detailed designs of all airside works for the
new airport, including airfield ground lighting, navigational aids, drainage,
taxiways!runways, flood lighting and fire station.
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CONSERVING
AWAY OF LIFE
Endangered species at three protected areas in Vietnam are being
saved under a scheme to educate the local community about protecting
their area and benefiting from it by running eco-tourism projects.
This is just one of the schemes we have set up in the Yok Don, Ba Be and
Na Hang national parks under a scheme aimed to reconcile economic
development with conserving protected species and biodiversity.
“These are all protected areas in which there is a residential population
of indigenous people so the aim was to work with them to develop ways
of living and generating income that didn’t damage the ecology and
landscape,” says Director of Sustainable Development Andy McNab.
For example, some of the people made their living out of cutting down
the forest but our agriculturalists helped them develop alternatives such
as commercial fruit cropping at Ba Be National Park.
Our team also included eco-tourism specialists that helped local people
develop alternative incomes by developing facilities and that trained
guides and park staff in how to serve the eco-tourist.
Yok Don in central Vietnam, for example, boasts the only protected example
of dry dipterocarp forests in Vietnam that harbour endangered species
such as the giant muntjac, Eld’s deer and tiger.
“It was a huge challenge because ultimately, if things had carried on the
way they were, there was a danger to local communities,” says McNab.
“Persuading them that there were alternatives was key.”

WORLD HERITAGE FLOATING CULTURAL CENTRE
UNESCO selected us to review the design, assess tenders and monitor construction

of a floating cultural centre in northern Vietnam. The centre is located in
Halong Bay, a UNESCO World Heritage site where some 1,600 islands and
islets formed by striking vertical limestone pillars dot the seascape.
The floating attraction is moored 20km offshore in a beautiful sheltered bay
near the floating fishing village of Cua Van.
The picturesque village features floating houses, fishing boats, floating fish
and shellfish tanks and a floating school. The only land-based structure is
the village temple. To promote the sustainability of this investment in tourism
and community development, UNESCO called for the involvement of
Cua Van villagers.
The villagers participated with Scott Wilson in monitoring the construction of
the centre. Upon completion of the building project, they were given
responsibility for managing and maintaining the centre which is used for
eco-tourism and conferences.
The cultural centre is supported by large glass reinforced plastic (GRP) floats

which can be removed for maintenance.

BUILDING ON QUALITY IN CHINA
Our client wanted to deliver the second phase of its research and

“We’ve resolved technical problems to do with unforeseen ground

development centre in Shanghai to a higher quality so it turned to us

conditions encountered during construction of the foundations.

to project manage the scheme.

We had a specialist on soft ground conditions on the scene
immediately to review the adequacy of the remedial piling works.”

“The reason the client engaged Scott Wilson was to ensure the project
is delivered to the agreed programme, within budget and to the quality

The quality of building construction and design in China is improving all the

specified,” says Project Director Douglas McLachlin. “Our trouble

time and more Chinese clients are turning to us to project manage their

shooting identified and resolved technical problems at an early stage

schemes for the quality assurance they need. “Our team has both Chinese

to save the client time and money,” he adds.

and international expertise to manage the different parties,” says McLachlin.
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PORT PROJECT DOUBLES
A two-fold increase in the scope of works during a major port project in
Malaysia tested our project management skills but we’ve come through
with flying colours.
We had undertaken detailed design, preparation of contract documents
and site supervision for the proposed Sapangar Bay container port on
the north west coast of Borneo when it emerged that the 20Dm long
jetty would be 500m and the 10 hectares of land reclamation and
marine piling would be 26 hectares. The changes added significantly
to the complexities of a job in which we were already supervising three
different contractors for pavements, buildings and jetty works.
“The project was a major challenge for us” says Project Manager Andrew
Walker. “Coordination of scope and definition of contractor’s work limits
became critical along with rapid redesigns. This is where I believe
Scott Wilson’s project management skills added significant value to the
project enabling it to be brought to a successful completion.”
Under Phase 1A, we entered into a joint venture with a local firm to design
the 5Dm wide jetty with berthing on both sides, the 425m access bridge
and the land reclamation works, including marine piling and bund wall.
We then supervised construction.

INDIA REDEVELOPS FROM BULK TO CONTAINER TERMINAL
Jawaharlal Nehru Port (JNP) is one of the twelve major ports of India. JNP has twc
container terminals, one liquid cargo berth, a shallow water berth and one bulk
terminal with total cargo handling capacity of about 30 million tonnes per annum
(mtpa). JNP terminal is the leading container port handling about three million
TEUs per year.
The port is re-developing its bulk terminal to a container terminal on a Build,
Operate & Transfer (BOT) basis for a licence period of 30 years and the concessic
has been awarded to Gateway Terminals promoted by APM Terminals and Concor

WASTEWATER GETS OUR TREATMENT
Northern Ireland’s north coast is a world-famous tourist destination
which required a new wastewater infrastructure to meet the European
Unions Urban Wastewater and EU Bathing Water Directives. We have
been entrusted to design the £45m North Coast Wastewater Treatment
Scheme, one of Northern Ireland Waters single biggest capital investments.
The scheme will entirely rationalise the existing sewerage system and
reconfigure the network so that wastewater from Coleraine, Portrush,
Portstewart, Castlerock and Articlave will be collected and transferred
to a new treatment works at Craigtown More.
Here the wastewater will be purified to a high standard using the latest

two stage activated sludge process. Effluent will then be released
through a new 1 ,275m long sea outfall pipe at a location off the coast
at Port Gallen, where the depth and natural currents will provide
effective dispersion.
“The wastewater is being treated to a very high standard and the new
infrastructure will entirely rationalise the existing sewerage system
and reconfigure the network” says Technical Director Ronan Clancy.
Our brief also involves 24km of pumping and gravity sewers and eight
innovatively designed pumping stations.

NAM THEUN 2 HYDROELECTRIC STATION, LAOS
We have played a significant role in the development of the largest BOT
hydroelectric project in south east Asia, acting as technical and contracts
advisor to Government of the Lao PDR.
The USD 1.25 billion Nam Theun 2 project will export 1000MW of electricity
to neighbouring Thailand, and supply a further 74MW of power to consumers
in Laos. The scheme will create a 450km
2 reservoir and will transfer a flow
of 315 m
lsec between two nver basins via some 35km of canals and
3
2.5km of power tunnels.
Laos will benefit from improved electricity supply, regional development
and substantial revenue from equity investment, royalty payments and
taxation. Our role has been to protect the interests of the Government,
and to ensure that benefits to the country are maximised.
A re-settlement programme will provide alternative livelihood programmes,
improved infrastructure and living conditions for over 6,000 people,
2 of biodiversity conservation area will be protected
and some 4,000km
using project revenue.
“Our participation has provided a transparent safeguard that has enabled
the project to be financed,” says Project Manager Chris Grant. “It’s been
a fantastic challenge on a broad range of engineering, environmental and
contractual issues.”
The project has set new standards for private hydropower development and
will benefit the people of Laos in a sustainable manner for decades to come.

MALTA AND GOZO MEET LANDFILL DIRECTIVE
Three massive waste, dumps on the Mediterranean islands of Malta and
Gozo have been made safe using our designs as the island state looks to
meet its commitment to the European Union’s Landfill Directive.
We identified environmental hazards on the sites at Mag Tab, Qortin and
Wied Fulija, developed a strategy for dealing with them and supervised the
works including the capping and re-contouring of the waste masses.
3 of waste materials have been safely translocated.
More than 1 ,000,000m
from the site will be diverted via more than 300 wells,
emissions
Remaining
80km of pipework and flares and thermal oxidisers.
“This is one of the most technically challenging projects we have worked on;
trying to control noxious emissions in a very difficult environment,” says
Scott Wilson Project Manager Barry Gore. “A novel solution was required
and early results suggest the works are already having a positive impact
on air quality in the area.”
Under a multi-disciplinary contract for the Government of Malta’s Ministry
for Resources and Infrastructure, we have undertaken a desk study and site
investigation to identify environmental hazards including leachate, landfill
gas, stability, landfill fires, visual intrusion and odour.
We have also carried out geotechnical, environmental and health risk
assessments, detailed proposals for the future use of the three sites,
developed a strategy for future monitoring and helped prepare tender
documents to comply with European Union law.

WINDS

TAWEELAH B THERMAL POWER STATION, ABU DHABI

c

Scott Wilson has been engaged by the Taweelah Asia Power Company
(TAPCO) to work on the Taweelah B Independent Water and Power Project

I N

(IWPP) in Abu Dhabi as Owner’s Engineer responsible for the quality

assurance of design and manufacturing.
Scott Wilson has reviewed and commented on approximately 4,000
drawings and documents as part of a design review of the project.
This process identifies potential problems before site works begin thus
saving both time and cost.
“We have been able to identify the really critical areas and we have a process
which enables us to focus on areas affecting the long term financial viability
of the project,” says Scott Wilson’s Head of Power Peter Williams.
Project Director Phil Armitt adds, “We have provided sound support to
TAPCO and have built a good relationship as a result. We have identified and
mitigated the risks extremely successfully on this project, and TAPCO has
increased our scope due to the confidence they have in our team.”
This large-scale project includes the upgrade and refurbishment of the
existing Taweelah B power and desalination plant (approximately 928MWe
and 92MGD). It also provides for an extension, which will add approximately
1 ,000MWe and 65MGD. Once completed, the combined plant will provide a
net power capacity of up to 2,000MWe and a maximum net water capacity
of upto 16OMGD.
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Urbanisation in China is continuing apace and we are helping to satisfy
the country’s enormous appetite for energy in a sustainable way by
having delivered 10 wind farms.
We have put together a specialist team of renewable energy experts from
Shanghai, Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Tianjin, Nanjing in China and
Edinburgh in the UK. The team is providing design and construction
services for a total of over 300 turbines.
Under a project for GE Energy (a division of the energy giant General
Electric) the turbines have been built along China’s east coast near
Shanghai, Inner Mongolia to the north and in Xinjiang in the north western
part of the country

‘

SUCCESS RECOGNISED
Our success in the last year has led to major awards, recognition and
agreements that have heightened our reputation for sustainability and high
ethical standards and framework contracts resulting in a record order book.
We won the New Civil Engineer/ACE Major Firm of the Year award in
recognition of our work and our growth in the last year; organic growth

of 24% for the first half of 2006/07 and pre-tax profit that more than
doubled to £8 million.
The celebrations continued as we won the New Company of the Year 2006
at the PLC Awards. The award for a recently floated public limited company
was for “strong share price growth and management qualities”. Geoff French
told us: “This award is recognition for the talent and dedication of our staff.”
These two awards complement Scott Wilson’s achievement in winning the
2006 Shares Magazine award for the Best IPO (Initial Public Offering).
We’re not stopping there. We have strengthened our ethical credentials
by signing up to the UN Global Compact that is bringing together firms
all over the world to work towards human rights, labour standards,
the environment and anti-corruption.
We have also been accredited by the UK’s Carbon Trust. This means that
we are on the framework list of firms that carry out Carbon Trust-funded
projects to cut carbon emissions.
Co NTACTS

Another long term framework contract we have secured in the last year is

For further information about Scott Wilson and how we may help you contact:

the Joint Assistance to Support Projects in European Regions (JASPERS).
Under this contract, we will be one of a limited list of consultants called to
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work on projects funded by the European Investment Bank, the European
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CHINA
Simon Davies

Commission and the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development.
It has been a remarkable year but we are even more excited about the future.
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